Press Release
BLITZ VOLUME 4, MANGA MADE IN MONACO BY LABEL IWA
ARRIVES IN BOOKSTORES ON JUNE 25TH!
Monaco, June 22, 2021, the sequel of BLITZ, the chess manga,
created and written by Cédric Biscay, illustrated by Daitaro
Nishihara and supervised by the greatest player of all time, Garry
Kasparov, will be released on June 25 and still has many surprises in
store for you...
With the release of the first volume in the Blitz series, the authors immerse
the reader into the fascinating universe of chess, where intuition and
mental agility are precious assets on the way to victory.
Their common goal: to democratize chess by offering ambitious
entertainment for all ages.
This new volume contains many surprises: original and high-quality bonuses,
a presentation of the Prince's Palace, an emblematic place of the
Principality of Monaco, which is also displayed on the book back cover
and the participation of an exceptional guest.
"This volume 4 is really special because we have the honor to introduce an
exceptional guest. Moreover, he said yes right away, which is great! "says
Cedric Biscay, author of Blitz.
You will also find a complete analysis of a game used in the book in order to
help readers understanding the subtleties of this game. As for each volume,
you will find a new afterword by Alexis Champion, our intuition specialist,
giving the keys to better understand the phenomena inside the book, which
often occur in the real world.
Pitch of Blitz volume 4 available in bookstores:
The ISS team joins a training camp in order to improve their concentration and
progress in chess. To reach their goal, Tom, Harmony and their friends will have to
practice new notions such as patience, perseverance, concentration, creativity and
intuition. This training will also be an opportunity to strengthen their team spirit by
sharing great moments together.
As for Garry Kasparov, he is going to travel to Asia to observe the local selections,
which could prove to be quite surprising. He is not the only one interested in this part
of the world, a mysterious character obsessed with artificial intelligence begins to
reveal his game...
To order Blitz Volume 1 click Here
To order Blitz Volume 3 click Here
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